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Reading Focus week 1. 
Learning 
Objective: 
I am beginning 
to apply my 
phonic 
knowledge and 
use some 
recognisable 
letters and 
phonemes in 
my writing 
throughout the 
week   
 
RWI –daily 
phonics groups 
 
Practice 
handwriting/le
tter formation– 
see attached 
crib sheet with 
picture prompt 
for each 
letter/sounds 
your child is 
working on in 
their group.  
 
  
 

This week we will be looking at the story ‘Can’t You Sleep Little Bear” by Martin Waddell   You can hear the story being read on YouTube.  
 
Before reading, have a look at the front cover. Predict what the story may be about- What is Big Bear holding in his hand? 
Point out words from Peace At Last – “bear” point out capital letters for names. 
PDF Whiteboard version in class 
 
Monday 

Learning Objective:  Y1 - being encouraged to link what they read or hear read to their own experiences 
Questions  TTYP and discuss. 
Pages 1-2: Who are the main characters in the story? 
 What time of the year is it ? How do you know- What clues are there? 
Where do the bears live? How do we know they live there? What word tells us ?  
Pages 3-4:  
What’s the problem with Little Bear? 
Why do you think he cannot get to sleep ? 
Are there times when you cannot get to sleep ?  
What do you do when you cannot go to sleep?  
Think about what Big Bear can do to help Little Bear get to sleep – link to own experiences eg have a story? Warm milk….etc 
 
Activity  
To write a letter to Big Bear suggesting ideas of how to help Baby Bear get to sleep (based on own experiences) 
MA/HA- independent  
L/A – adult to scribe ideas 
 
 

Tuesday 

Learning Objective: Y1 - recognising and joining in with predictable phrases 
Read the story from the beginning. Tell children you want them to spot sentences that are repeated in the story (they can hear lots 
of times)  Read to page 9 and discuss repeated sentences. 
Point out ? mark. 
Questions’ TTYP and and discuss 



 

 

Pages 5-6 : Which word tells us how Big Bear is walking? (padding-add to class dictionary) 

Pages 7-8: How do you think Little Bear if feeling? Give reasons 
How do you think Big Bear is feeling? Give reasons  
Page 8-9: Which word tells us the lantern is small? Add to class dictionary. 
 
Show the children a real red lantern – light the candle.  
If you were telling someone about the lantern in the story – how would you describe it? Discuss –  
 
Activity  
To write a short description of the Bears’ lantern. Model sentences – eg. It is red. It has a candle inside. It has glass sides. You can hang it up 
MA/HA- to write independently using finger space. 
L/A- to write labels for the picture of the lantern. 
 
 

Wednesday 
Learning Objective: Y1 - drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher.   
Orally retell the story using the pics as prompts. 
Questions TTYP and discuss 
Pages 9-10: Do you think Little Bear will go to sleep now he has a bigger lantern?  
Page 10: Where is Big Bear reading his book – what words does the author keep using – ‘by the light of the fire’- do you think this sounds scary 
or cosy? 
How do you think Big Bear is feeling? 
Look carefully at the picture- what is Little Bear doing and why? 
 

Activity  
To write a sentence about where Big Bear is reading his book and how he is feeling. 
MA/HA- to write independently using finger space. 
L/A- adult to scribe. 
 

 
Thursday 
Learning Objective:  Y1 - predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far 
 



 

 

Page 11-12 How did Big Bear hang the lantern up – what word tells us how he did this? (hooked it up) 
What does it mean when it says ‘he watched the shadows dance’   (show video footage of shadows ‘dancing’ or flickering  in front of a fire.) 
Page 13-14: What does ‘groaned’ mean? Practice saying a sentence out loud with a groan and think about what your face might look like – what 
does this tell us about Big Bear? 
Page 15-16: Where do you think Big Bear is going? Why  
What do you think will happen at the end of the story? 
 
Activity  
To write a sentence or sentences to predict what might happen at the end of the story. 
MA/HA- to write independently using finger space. 
L/A- adult to scribe. 
 
Friday 
Learning Objective  Y1 - Recall specific information in text.  Locate words and phrases.   
 
Recall the story so far- recall phrases from the text. 
Read to the end of the story- and discuss ending. 
Focus question based on the whole text: What do we know about Big Bear now we have read all the book? Eg likes reading by the lihght of the 
fire, lives in a cave, he pads around, wears glasses, is kind to Little Bear, has lots of diff sized lanterns etc. 
 
Activity  
To write at least one sentence about Big Bear using the whole story to collect evidence. 
MA/HA- to write independently using finger space. 
L/A- adult to scribe. 
 
 

Writing focus next week will be…. 

 Using the text to focus on… 
Practising writing sentences by saying the sentence out loud before writing it down. 
Introduction of capital letters and full stops. 
Continuing using finger spaces. 
 

  



 

 

 


